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This paper studies the dynamics of labor demand at the �rm level and providea quantitative evaluation of adjustments costs on the French labor markets.Assuming convex adjustment costs, the partial adjustment model is a vehicle forapplied work, essentially because it is a tractable way of capturing some impor-tant dynamic aspects of market demand. This model implies a smooth and con-tinuous adjustment of employment to shocks. Adjustment costs dampen theresponse to changes in current wage and productivity and yield smooth, gradualchanges in employment over time. But, those properties con�ict with evidence ofinactivity and bursts at the �rm level. An increasing number of studies emphasizethe role of inaction in �rms optimal decisions. Firms only make those changes inthe labor input which are justi�ed by su�ciently large departures of desiredemployment from their most recent choice of the number of employees. So, theadjustment process is lumpy and intermittent: following a shock, a �rm maydecide that it is optimal to maintain the same number of employees and to post-pone adjustment to the future. From a theoretical point of view there are severalpotential characteristics of the decision problem that can explain that. Weemphasize the importance of non-convex components in the structure of hiringand �ring costs in the form of either �xed or kinked adjustment costs.2 Theoretical ModelWith adjustment costs, the simple conditions which states that the marginalproductivity and the marginal costs of labor are equated in every period, is nolonger e�cient. The costs of hiring and �ring require a �rm to adopt a forward-looking employment policy. We assume that the �rm maximizes the current dis-counted value of future cash �ows. Current cash-�ows are equal to:�(At; et; ht; dt)=R(At; et; dt; ht)�wt(et+ dt)g(ht)�C(dt) (1)At represents an observable shock to the pro�tability of the �rm at the begin-ning of period t. This shock could re�ect variations in product demands or varia-tions in the productivity of inputs. R(:) represents the revenues which depend onthe hours worked (h), the number of workers at the beginning of period t heritedfrom the previous period(et), current hirings or �rings (dt) and the pro�tabilityshock. Others factors of production, such as capital, are assumed to be rentedand optimization over these inputs are incorporated into R(:). The Revenuesfunction is continuous, twice di�erentiable, increasing in all the arguments. andstrictly concave with respect to et; dt and ht.The function weg(:) is the total cost of hiring a worker when each supplies hunits of labor time. This general speci�cation allows for overtime pay and otherprovisions. We assume that this compensation function is increasing and convexwith respect to hours: g 0(:)> 0; g 0 0(:)> 0 .C(:) is the adjustment costs function and have the following structure:C(dt)= Ifdt< 0g(FL� cLdt)+ I fdt> 0g(FH + cHdt) (2)
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where FL and FH represent lump-sum �ring and hiring costs, respectively, and cLand cH represent linear �ring and hiring costs, respectively. So, we consider linearand �xed adjustment costs. One of the criticisms of the quadratic adjustment costspeci�cation is the implications of continuous adjustment. At the plant level, asmentioned earlier, there is evidence that adjustment is much more erratic thanthe pattern implied by the quadratic model. Piecewise linear and �xed adjust-ment costs produce inaction. It is, also, relatively straightforward to introduceasymmetries into the model as they do not present any additional technical di�-culties. Both wt and At follow strictly exogenous processes. The transition rulefor the number of employees is:et+1= et+ dt+ �t+1 (3)� is a shock in the number of retirements and voluntary quits of workers from the�rm. It is observable to the �rm at the beginning of period t+1 but not a periodt. We assume that f�tg is strictly exogenous.Assuming stationarity of the exogenous processes, we get the followingdynamic programming problem:V (A; e)=Maxd;h �(A; e; d; h)+ �E[V (A 0; e 0)jA; e; d] (4)2.1 Employment AdjustmentFirms' optimal actions are based on the shadow value of labor, de�ned as themarginal increase in the discounted cash �ow of the �rm if it hires one additionalunit of labor. When a �rm increases the employment level by hiring an in�nitesi-mally small unit of labor while keeping the hiring and �ring decisions unchanged,the objective function de�ned varies by an amount of:�(At; et; ht; dt)=Et"Xi=01 �i @R(At+i; et+i; dt+i; ht+i)@dt+i �wt+ig(ht+i)!#per unit of additional employment. If the hiring (or �ring) levels dt+i the righthand side of this equation are the optimal ones, �t measures the marginal contri-bution of an in�nitesimally small labor input variation around the optimallychosen one. This follows from the envelope theorem which implies that in�nitesi-mally small variations in the employment level do not have �rst order e�ects onthe value of the �rm.2.1.1 Labor Demand Dynamics with Kinked Adjustments CostsWithout �xed costs (ie. FL= FH = 0), the optimal choices of the �rm are obviousif we express them in terms of the shadow value of labor. First of all, themarginal value of labor cannot exceed the costs of hiring an additional unit oflabor. Otherwise the �rm could increase pro�ts by choosing a higher employmentlevel, contradicting the hypothesis that employment maximizes pro�ts. Hence,given that the costs of a unit increase in employment are equal to cH, while themarginal value of this additional unit is �(At; et; ht; dt) we must have �(At; et; ht;dt)6 cH. Similarly, if �(At; et; ht; dt)�� cL, the �rm could increase pro�ts imme-
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diately by �ring workers at the margin: the immediate cost of �ring one unit oflabor cL would be more than compensated by an increase in the cash �ow of the�rm. Again, this contradicts the assumption that �rms maximize their pro�ts.Hence, we must have:� cL��(At; et; ht; dt)� cH for each t (5)Moreover, either the �rst or the second inequality turns into an equality sign ifdt� 0. Formally, at an interior optimum for the hiring and �ring policies of a �rmwe have the following. Whenever the �rm prefers to adjust the employment levelrather than wait for better or worse circumstances, the marginal cost and bene�tof that action need to equal each other. If the �rm hires (at least) a worker wehave: �(At; et; ht; dt)= cH, which implies that the marginal bene�t of an additionalworker are equal to the hiring costs.Similarly, if a �rm �res workers it must be true that: �(At; et; ht; dt) = � cL,that is the negative marginal value of a redundant worker needs to be compen-sated exactly by the cost of �ring this worker cL.2.1.2 Labor Demand Dynamics with Lump-Sum Adjustment CostsWithout linear adjustment costs, the optimal decision rule is qualitatively similar,in the sense that, there is inaction and no smoothing but must be adapted as themarginal costs of adjustments is always zero. First, we need to de�ne a thresholdfunction that indicates when it is optimal to adjust employment(A; e)=n�(A; e; d�; h�)��(A; e; 0; h~)o+ �fE[V (A 0; e 0)jd�]�E[V (A 0; e 0)j0]g� Ifd�< 0gFL� I fd�> 0gFHwhere d� is such that �(At; et; h�) = 0. h� and h~ are the optimal hours worked ifthe �rm adjust or not her number of employees (de�ned formally below). Then,the �rm applies the following rule. If (A; e) > 0, the �rm chooses d�, else shechooses inaction.2.1.3 The General CaseWe are now able to derive the optimal decision rule of the dynamic programmingproblem (4):dt is s:t: �(At; et; h�)=( cH if (A; e)� 0 and�(At; et; h~; 0)� cH� cL if (A; e)� 0 and �(At; et; h~; 0)�� cL (6)Otherwise, the �rm does not adjust her employment: dt=0.2.2 Hours AdjustmentConditionally of the �rm having optimally chosen employment, the choice ofhours is static. Formally,@R(At; et; dt; ht)@ht =wtetg 0(ht) for each t (7)
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The �rm weighs the gains to the increasing labor input against the marginal cost(assumed to be increasing in hours) of increasing hours. This condition showsthat if the �rm does not adjust the number of workers following a positive shock,hours will increase to accommodate part of the shock. Conversely, if �rms adjustthe number of workers, she fully resorb the accumulated disequilibrium withoutsmoothing. So �rm will eventually let hours at their legal level to avoid paying awage premium as overtime is remunerated at a premium rate.Note that the conditions based on the shadow value are not in themselves suf-�cient to formulate a solution for the dynamic optimization problem in order tocalculate �t as in we need to know the distribution of fNt+i; i = 0; 1; 2; : : :g andthus we already need to have solved the optimal demand for labor.3 Econometric StrategyWe extend on several points Cooper and al. (2005) paper. Their paper constitutesa central contribution in the economic analysis of adjustment costs and on theiraggregate implications. They implement a simulated-method of moments proce-dure which rely exclusively on the use of policy functions to compute descriptivemoments and create a simulated data set. Our approach consists in not relying asmuch as they did on simulation. We use French data on 50 000 manufacturing�rms for the period 1994-2000.3.1 Production and Compensation Function EstimationFirst, we estimate a production function with Blundell and Bond (1998) proce-dure. Building from Bond and Soderbom (2005) and using simulated data fromour theoretical model, we justify the consistency of the estimator obtained if �rst,one's is willing to accept a Cobb-Douglas production function and second, adjust-ment costs are signi�cants (which is the main point of our paper). An interest ofour approach is to add a new input (average hours worked) to the preceding liter-ature. We, also, estimate a more general compensation function.3.2 The weaknesses of a simulated-method-of-moments pro-cedureSecond, we motivate the weaknesses of a simulated-method-of-moments procedureto estimate such a model. The main point of our criticism is the di�culty to �ndan adequate auxiliary model. Cooper and al. (2005) use descriptive statistics atthe plant level and a VAR on the number of workers and hours. We create severalsimulated data-set to compute VAR coe�cients for di�erent values for adjustmentcosts. We then show that it is quite hard to �nd a monotonic link or even a signexpected with such an approach. But a point that this experiment put clearly tothe fore is the negative co-movement between hours per worker and the number ofemployees at plant level-observation. It supports non-convex adjustment costsbecause the convex adjustment cost model is unable to generate the observed neg-ative co-movement.
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Before turning to the structural estimation of the model, we estimate areduced-form ordered probit model. The intuition is the following. We considerthe decision of adjusting the number of employees as a discrete decision. Firmsonly make those changes in the labor input which are justi�ed by su�ciently largedepartures of desired employment from their most recent choice of the number ofemployees. The adjustment process is lumpy and intermittent: following a shock,a �rm may decide that it is optimal to maintain the same number of employeesand to postpone adjustment to the future; a type of behavior described as an(S,s) rule. The former is de�ned as the following: if the number of employees isabove (below) or equal to a critical threshold then the �rm decides to reduce(increase) employment to its desired level. Otherwise it leaves it unchanged.Hence there is a zone of non-adjustment delimited by two critical values. We con-sider the (unobserved) gap between desired and actual employment as a latentvariable, with a two sided (S,s) rule translating into an ordered probit model withcorrelated random e�ects. When a �rm is hit by a pro�tability shock, a gap natu-rally emerges between the current level of employment and the level the �rmwould choose if there were no costs of adjustment. A two-sided (S,s) rule isde�ned as the following: if the number of employees is above (below) or equal to acritical threshold then the �rm decides to reduce (increase) employment to itsdesired level, otherwise it leaves it unchanged. The estimated lower threshold isnegative (as expected) and is lower (in absolute term) than the estimated upperthreshold. But standards tests indicate that the di�erence is not signi�cant. Evenif informative, those results do not allow the identi�cation of the kinked and �xedadjustment costs parameters.3.3 Structural EstimationOur structural approach is closed to Rota (2004) which estimate a discrete-choicestructural model using Hotz and Miller (1993) method but do not model hours.Basically, one could say we use Cooper and al. (2005) theoretical model andextend Rota econometric method. In order to get a more tractable model withonly one decision variable we use the propriety that, conditionally of the �rmhaving optimally chosen employment, the choice of hours is static. Instead ofdirectly solving the Bellman equation, we reduce the model to a directly estimableform following the method suggested by Aguirregabiria and Mira (2002). Theyde�ne a nested pseudo likelihood algorithm. In a inner algorithm, for a given solu-tion of the dynamic programming model, it maximizes a pseudo likelihood func-tion. In the outer algorithm, it updates solution of the dynamic problem. Thisouter circle corresponds to policy iteration, that is, Newton stepping, which is ane�cient way of solving the Bellman �xed point problem. For the �rst outer itera-tion, it correspond to Hotz and Miller (1993). When estimates have convergedwith several outer iterations, the estimator is equivalent to Rust's nested �xedpoint estimator We obtain several estimations for di�erent speci�cations of themodel according to the dimension of the state space and di�erent hypothesis onthe adjustment costs.
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The results underline the importance and signi�cance of non convexities in thecosts of adjusting employment. And the �xed part is more important than thekinked one. Although some ambiguities exist about the nature of the asymmetryand contrary to existing empirical literature on French data, our results indicatethat it is more costly to expand employment than to contract it.
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